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ABSTRACT

Name: Yudhi Faisal Eka Putra
Reg. Number: 40300113153
Major: English and Literature Department
Faculty: Adab and Humanities
Title: The Use of Jargon in Online Game "Clash of Clans" by The Teenagers
Supervisor I: Serliah Nur
Supervisor II: Rabiatul Adawiyah

This research discussed about the use of Jargon which aimed to find the jargons and essential element of jargons in online game "Clash of Clans" used by the players in their daily life. This research applied descriptive qualitative method in revealing the data. The researcher used observation sheet and note-taking as the instruments to get the valid data. The findings showed that the teenagers who played "Clash of Clans Game" used 17 jargon in words and phrases based on the context that they used, they were; archer troops, wall level 3, barbarian troops, town hall 3 starts, wars, hogs, wall level 1, healer, golem, giant, elixir, hidden tesla, clan castle, mortar, and builder. The researcher also found that there were four characteristics that teenagers used which reflects a particular profession or occupation, it is pretentious with only small kernel of meaning underneath, it was used mainly by intellectually inferior people who felt a need to convince the general public or their importance, and it was deliberately or accidentally mystifying. The researcher concluded that the teenagers used jargon in words and phrases in consideration that all of the things that they played in Clash of Clans game reflected on their real life.

Keywords: Jargon, Online-Game, Teenagers, Clash of Clans.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of background, problem statement, objective of the research, significance of the research, and scope of the research.

A. Background

Social media in this modern era has been the lifestyle of people. Social media is a channel or means of intercommunication social online in a virtual world that can make users being easily participate, share, communicate, interact, send messages, and create contents. It includes blogs, social networks, wikis, forums and virtual worlds.

One of the activities of social media is playing an online game. Why are many new games created in this modern era? And why do many people play games? Many companies and just one person see an online game as the profit product. In this era, people need entertainment for refreshing. Because they are limited by their business, an online game becomes an alternative solution. During or after work time, they are playing game. They also sometime visit cafes only to open their favorite game.

In this online game, there is one language feature that people can find, namely English jargon. Alwasilah (1993:70) Jargon is a social variation of language used on a limited basis by certain social groups. Jargon is a term which used in social group, occupation, position but it does not understood by regional people. Those jargons are usually not used by the general public or people outside the group. But, it is possible to use them in other contexts. However, those phrases are not confidential.
According to Lickona (2012:8) Teenagers are very easily influenced by things around them. Examples affected in the association, where he hung out and they are always affected even though the association was pushed into things that are negative. And the one of teenager’s character is imitate. They could imitate everything which they thing is interested. For example, when they are playing game, there are many languages that they can hear from their games. And they don’t think if the language that they imitate to their daily activity is good or not to be used because teenagers do not know how to strain the language that they listened. For example, in the game Point Blank there is “head shoot” which means a shoot that strike the head of an enemy, or “triple kill” which means a direct shoot on the three enemies. In real life, the online game players sometimes used those jargons outside of that game context.

It seems like in QS. Al-Isra verse 84:

قَلْ كُلُّ يَعْمَلُ عَلَى شَأْنِهِ فَرَبْعَكُمْ أَعْلَمُ مِنْ هَوَّاءِ أَهْدَىٰ سَبِيلًا

Translation: “Everyone does according to his own circumstances.”

This verse means, “every people always do anything by their situation and condition. Language use depends on language situation. When we talk with other people like someone older than or younger than us, we use dialect of style, and register in sociolinguistic. According to Wardhaugh (2001: 48) to study of dialects is further complicated by the fact that speakers can adopt different style of speaking. You can speak very formally or very informally, your choice being governed by circumstances. And registers are set of vocabulary item associated with discrete
occupational or social groups. It means we are not regardless from environment or language environment when we talk to each other. And the relation of the verse and this research is the language environment.

Based on the phenomenon above, the researcher is interested to examine one language feature namely jargon in an online game that used by teenagers. This research covers the kinds of jargon investigation and how they are being used especially in some context outside that game. The online game that investigated is “Clash of Clans”, because it is popular.

B. Research question

Based on the background above, the formulation of the research question in this research are:

1. What are jargons in “Clash of Clans” game used by teenagers?
2. What are the essential elements of jargon in “Clash of Clans” game used by teenagers?

C. Research objective

The purposes of the research in this care are:

1. To know the jargon in Clash Of Clans as used by teenagers
2. To explain the essential element of jargon in Clash Of Clans as used by teenagers

D. Research significance

The researcher expects to give the benefits for researchers and readers. Theoretically, the research added the study literature about the jargon. This study is
going to check whether the concept of the jargon introduced on 1682 in Spain by Victor Hugo, still fits to the day use of jargon. Moreover, this research practically added knowledge to the user’s language jargon and game owners who play the game.

E. Scope of the research

This research covers the sociolinguistic studies and focuses on the study of jargon that adopted from online game. There are many games but in this research the researcher limits and makes a specific to the game “Clash of Clans” in the gadget. The researcher also limits the object of study namely toward teenagers, with the reason that they are group of age which play online game.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Previous Finding

In this previous finding, the researcher found two researches that relevant for this research, the first is a form of thesis work Nurmala (2013) the research entitled *The Analysis of Jargon in Forum Jual Beli Kaskus* is aimed to reveal jargon formation in FJB Kaskus postings and investigate context of situation underlying the use of jargons. This research was conducted using a descriptive qualitative method. And this research used some theories for the theoretical framework. To analyze the formation of jargons, the theories used are from beuer’s (1983), Yule (1996), O’Grady & Guzman’s (1996), and Stageberg (2000), while Hyme’s (1974) theory are used to analyze the context of situation. The result shows that there are 51 Jargons with the total of 365 occurrences that can be divided into 10 types of jargon formation. They are 18 abbreviation (121 occurrences), 9 clipping (84 occurrences), 6 clipped compounds (35 occurrences), 6 borrowing (73 occurrences), 1 coinage (1 occurrences), 4 derivation (27 occurrences), 4 reduplication (16 occurrences), and 3 antonomasia (8 occurrences), those jargon are used various situation depending on the context. Most of them are used in greeting, offering, and in giving notice with various tone in formal and informal register.

The second research that relevant with this research is thesis work by Kurnia (2013) entitled *The Jargon Used by the user Community Facebook Chat with Student Padang State University*. This research aimed to describe a language, form,
function, and meaning of jargon in the user of chatting facebook community in Padang State University. The descriptive qualitative method in the discussion there are many kind of jargon found. Jargon in English Language, jargon abbreviation language the examples are:

“Gue, lo, forever”. (12 juni 2012)

“iya iya lagi otw, sabar dong”. (12 Juni 2012)

The similarities of this research with both previous researches are the researcher examined jargon as one language phenomenon. The different is the community of jargon users. The first previous study examined jargon in forum Jual Beli Kaskus; and the second previous study examined jargon used by students of Padang state university in Facebook. Meanwhile, this research will examine jargon in Clash of Clans game online used by teenagers.

B. Pertinent ideas

1. Sociolinguistic

Sociolinguistics is an interdisciplinary science between sociology and linguistics. Chaer (2004:2) explains that to understand sociolinguistics, firstly it needs to know about sociology and linguistic. Sociology is the study of human society, there in regarding the process of human social interaction within the community. Meanwhile, linguistics is the science that studies the language. Linguistic pick up the language as an object of study. It can be concluded that the field of sociolinguistics is the study of language in relation to the use of language in society.
In a study sociolinguistics, language is not only understood as a system of signs, but also seen as a social system, communication system, and as part of the culture of a particular society. Therefore, in the study of language with study sociolinguistics will always associate with various social factors that can affect the use of language in social life.

2. Jargon

According to Pateda (1987:70) jargon language is the use of language in every sector of life. The sector of life is including a skill, position, occupation circles, and each of special language that is often not understood by other fields.

Same with definition above, Alwasilah (1985:61) provides jargon boundaries as a set of terms and expressions used by a social group or group of workers, but it often not understood by society as whole. According to Chaer (2004:68) jargon is a social variation that is limited to certain social groups. Protze (1995:576) says jargon supporters are members of a particular social group formed on the same lifestyle and live together based on a certain status and social authority. He also reveals that that the words used not only refer to a particular field or profession but also apply in everyday life known.

Jargon becomes a part of business letters since at least 1589 and persisted there because people think that business letters should use jargon and because jargon enables author to write or dictate quickly. Jargon was invented to make the communication more effective and give it a specific style, which would recognize the
field of business to which it is applied. (‘As Per Your Request’: A history of business jargon 1987).

The definition of jargon has been moved to a further stage in the last century as the society discovered the power of jargon. Hudson (1987:21) proposes that, “jargon is a word, which can indicate intention and effect, as well as characteristic and help us to identify society’s enemies more closely”. He suggests that jargon contains four essential elements:

a. It reflects a particular or occupation.

b. It is pretentious, with only a small kernel of meaning underneath it.

c. It is used mainly by intellectually inferior people, who feel a need to convince the general public of their importance.

d. It is, deliberately or accidentally, mystifying

3. Teenagers

Teens who come from the Latin are adolescent which means to grow maturity Golinko (in Rice 1984:749). Many people who give a definition of youth, such as DeBrun (in Rice, 1990:751) define adolescence as a period of growth between childhoods to adulthood. Papalia and Olds (2001:12) do not provide an understanding of adolescents (adolescent) explicitly but implicitly by understanding adolescence (adolescence).

According to Papalia and Olds (2001:12), adolescence is a time of transition development between childhood and adulthood, which generally begins at age 12 or 13 years and ended at the age of late teens or early twenties.
According to Adams & Gullota (in Aaro, 1997:20), adolescence includes ages between 11 and 20 years old. While Hurlock (1990:17) divides adolescence into early adolescence (13 to 16 or 17 years) and late adolescence (16 or 17 years to 18 years). Early adolescence and late distinguished by Hurlock in late adolescence because the individual has reached the developmental transitions closer to

Physically adolescence is marked by the maturation of genitals to a child. Anatomically means genitals in particular and the state of the body is generally obtained by physiologic shape perfect and genitals can already is functioning perfectly well. Adolescent girls enter adolescence signs will be apparent that hip dilated, enlarged breasts, hair growth in certain areas, as well as menstruate every month. While the young men were visible traits is an enlarged Adam's apple, the sound turns into a heavy, wide shoulders and a broad chest, the muscles are well formed, grow hair on certain areas, grew a mustache and beard, as well as having a wet dream. The maturation period lasts approximately 2 years from first menstruation in girls and wet dreams during the first son. 2 years is called puberty.

In addition to the physical characteristics are also some characteristics and other characteristics possessed by young people, among other things:

a. Increased emotional is rapid in early adolescence is known as the period of storm and stress. Increased emotional is the result of physical changes, especially hormones that occur in adolescence. In terms of social conditions, increased this emotion is a sign that adolescents are in a new condition that is different from the previous period. At this time many
demands and pressures aimed at teenagers, for example, they are expected
to no longer behave like children, they need to be more independent and
responsible. Independence and responsibility will be formed over time,
and will be evident in the late teens sitting in the early days of college.
b. The rapid changes are also accompanied by physical sexual maturity.
Sometimes these changes make teenagers feel unsure of themselves and
their own abilities. The physical changes that occur quickly, either internal
changes such as the circulatory system, digestive and respiratory systems
as well as external changes such as height, weight, and body proportions
influence on adolescent self-concept.
c. Changes in interesting things for themselves and their relationships with
others. During adolescence many things that are interesting to him carried
from childhood are replaced with new and interesting things that are more
mature. It is also due to the greater responsibility in adolescence, many
teens are expected to direct their interest in things that are more important.
Changes also occur in association with others. Teens no longer associated
only with individuals of the same gender, but also with the opposite sex,
and with adults.
d. Changes in the value, where what they think is important in childhood is
less important because it was approaching adulthood.
e. Most teens ambivalent in the face of change. On the one hand they want
freedom, but on the other hand they are afraid of the responsibility that
accompanies freedom, and doubting their own ability to carry out these responsibilities.

f. Desiring great for attempting things that have not been learned.

g. The desire to venture into the natural surroundings of the wider, for example, involve themselves in the activities of scouts, a group of nature lovers, etc..

h. Activities of groups grew so large.

i. Often dreaming and fantasizing

According to Lickona (2012:8) Teenagers are very easily influenced by things around them. Examples affected in the association, where he hung out and they are always affected even though the association was pushed into things that are negative. And the one of teenager’s character is imitate. Teenagers always influenced by everything around them. And they always imitating everything which they thing is interested. Example like when they are playing game, there are many language that they can hear from their games. And they don’t think if the language that they imitate to their daily activity is good or not to use. Because teenagers don’t knew to strain the language that they listened.

4. Clash of Clans

The researcher chooses Clash of Clans game to be the objects of research because this game is so famous to every circle of people include the teenagers. Like the following explanation of history, players, and rating of this game.
a. History

*Clash of Clans* is a freemium mobile MMO strategy video game developed and published by Supercell. The game was released for iOS platforms on August 2, 2012, and on Google Play for Android on October 7, 2013.

*Clash of Clans* tasks players to build their own town using the resources gained from attacking other players through the game's fighting features. The main resources are gold, elixir and dark elixir. Players can conjoin to create clans, groups of up to fifty people who can then partake in Clan Wars together, donate and receive troops, and talk with each other.

*Clash of Clans* was released to positive reviews, garnering high ratings from many critics. Many reviewers liked *Clash of Clans'* gameplay, but some disliked the way the fermium model was presented. An animated web animated series was broadcast on Clash of Clans YouTube channel named as Clash-A-Rama related to the Clash Universe.

b. Players

Game "Clash of Clans" is one of the most popular android games in the world. COC’s number of players around the world more than tens of millions of people. How the total number of players Clash of Clans? Well, no one knows for sure. There may be about 20 million or 30 million, or possibly more. Clear COC game has been downloaded over 100 million times on google play.
c. Rating

Game genre made Supercell strategy, "Clash of Clans" until today still ranks first as the best-selling popular games in the Play Store. Since its release in 2012, Clash of Clans never left the top five application store Play Store. At least more than nine million users have downloaded this game.
CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

A. Research method

This research used qualitative research with descriptive method. According to Bodgan and Taylor (in Moleong, 2003:3) qualitative research is a research procedure that produces descriptive data in the form of written or oral words of observable persons and behaviors. Kark and Miller (in Moleong, 2002: 3) qualitative research is a particular tradition in science that is fundamentally dependent on the views of man in his own environment and relates to those people in his language and terminology. Descriptive method is a method used to illustrate an objective circumstance (Moleong, 2005: 23). This method used for describing the jargon used by the teenagers who playing Clash of Clans game.

The research data are jargon language used by teenagers who play Clash of Clans game. Data source in this research is a conversation between the teenagers when they are playing the game or they do not play the game but they make a conversation with their friends but using the language based on the game. The research time uses surfeited system in four weeks. In the first until the second weeks the jargon language is increased, but in the third fourth weeks, the jargon using is nothing the new language, so the researcher stops the observation.

B. Data source

The researcher took the data from teenagers who played the online game Clash of Clans on gadget as the participant. According to WHO (world health
organization), teenagers age are between 14 to 19 years old. And the researcher found three teenagers who played Clash of Clans game. The first participant is beginning class student in senior high school. The second and the third participants are last class student in junior high school. The researcher selected these teenagers by purposive sampling with some criteria namely; 1) they are teenagers; 2) they play Clash of Clans game 3) they are in the same clan on the game. The teenager’s names are,

1. Seki, last class in Junior high school of SMP Neg. 1 Bantaeng
2. Dean, last class in Junior high school of SMP Neg. 1 Bantaeng
3. Yudha, First class in Senior high school of SMA Neg. 1 Bantaeng

C. Research instrument

Research instrument for this research was observation sheet with the table to write down all of the jargons that used by the teenagers in other context as shown in the table below;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>The Jargon</th>
<th>Situation context</th>
<th>Characteristic of jargon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Data Collecting Procedure

There are two kinds of activity that the researcher had conducted to collect data, as follows:
1. The researcher looked for participants who play Clash of Clans game

2. The researcher observed the gamers for four weeks by doing note taking and interviewing the participants.

**E. Data analyzing procedure**

1. The researcher analyzed the data by using theory of Hudson (1987:21) jargon is a word, which can indicate intention and effect, as well as characteristic and help us to identify society’s enemies more closely. This theory’s purpose to answer the research method

2. The researcher made conclusion about the research result of analyzing the data.
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter is explaining the result of the research in online game Clash of Clans. This chapter consists of two parts, they are findings and discussion.

A. Findings

This research was done by the researcher for about four weeks by doing observation with three teenagers who play the Clash of Clans game as object of the research. All of the teenagers are in the same clan of Clash of Clans game although there is a different class and school between the teenagers, but out of the schools area, they always together to play the game or other context of the game.

The researcher has made an observation and found 17 jargons from the game which teenagers used in their conversation out of the game context, they are;

Datum 1

(Archer Troops)


(beehhh!!! Cewek-cewek yang sedang keluar ini semuanya mirip Archer Troops. Seperti ingin menyerang. Hanya diberikan panah mereka akan benar-benar mirip)

(wow!!! All these girls going out crowdedly are like Archer Troops. Look like they want to attack. If they are given an arrow, they would resemble with you.)
Datum 2

(Barbarian Troops)

Dean: *ohhh itumi Archer troops nu kah? Ini Barbarian troops ku saya! Pigi mko ambe kayu kasih jadi pedang.*

(itukah Archer Troops mu? Inilah Barbarian Troops ku! Ambillah kayu dan jadikanlah itu sebagai pedang)

(Ohhh… is that your archer troops? This is my barbarian troops. Go take a wood to make it a sword)

Datum 3

(Wall level 3)

Seki: *ini rumah iya pagar batui man! Kayak ki Wall level 3 di COC.*

(rumah ini menggunakan pagar batu man! Seperti Wall level 3 di COC.

(This is a rock-fence house, man! Like wall level 3 in COC.)

Datum 4

(Wall level 1)

Dean: *ini issede rumah iya langsung ji hancur kalo diserangi ka pagar kayu ji kayak ki wall level 1*

(rumah ini malah langsung hancur jika diserang karena hanya menggunakan pagar kayu seperti Wall Level 1)

(This house would instantly be damaged if it is attacked because it only has wood fence like wall level 1.)
Datum 5
(Town hall 3 start)

Dean: liat sai itu rumah, rata 3 bintangi kayak tong Town Hall yang di ratakan.

(Coba lihat rumah itu, hancur secara merata 3 bintang seperti Town Hall yang di hancurkan)

(Look at that house, it was destroyed evenly 3 Stars as Town Hall destroyed)

Datum 6
(Mortar)

Yudha: beehhh Mortar level mentok ituee hahahaha.

(beehh itu adalah Mortar dengan level tertinggi hahaha)

(beehhh it is highest Mortar level hahaha)

Datum 7
(Golem)

Seki: beehhh yang ini malah mirip seperti Golem! Karena badannya juga terbuat dari batu.

(beehh yang ini malah mirip Golem! Karena badannya terbuat dari batu)

(beehhh this one looks like Golem!. His body was made by stone)

Datum 8
(Hog)

Seki: kau sudah hamper mirip Hog karena sering bermain di panas matahari. Lihat itu kulitmu! Hitam!
(kamu hampir mirip dengan **Hog** kamu sering bermain dibawah terik matahari.

*Cobalah lihat kulitmu! Hitam!*)

(You look like **Hog** because you often play in the daylight. Look at your skin, dark!)

**Datum 9**

(Hog)

Yudha: ya ya terus terus...**Hog Hog!** Cukupmi.

(ya ya ya ya terus, terus... **Hog Hog!** Sudah cukup)

(yayaya go on.. go on.. **Hog Hog.** Enough! )

**Datum 10**

(War)

Dean: *hahahaha iyya bela war misse itu ibu-ibuka sanaee!*

(hahahaha ibu-ibu yang disana itu **War lagi**)!

(hahahaha all the mother are at **War** again!)

**Datum 11**

(War)

Seki: *alelelelee ini film sanging war mamo.*

(alelelele film ini penuh dengan **war**)!

(alelelelee this movie is full of **war**)
(Builder)

Dean: *wehh injoee builder builder.*

(wehhh yang disana itu Builder Builder)

(wehh it is Builder Builder)

Datum 13

(Hidden Tesla)


(kau harus berhati-hati bermain di sekitar itu karena Hidden Tesla berada disampingmu, kau mungkin akan tersengat oleh listriknya)

(weh be careful for playing there. it is Hidden Tesla beside you. You will get electric shock hahahaha)

Datum 14

(Clan Castle)

Neighbor: *misi kak, ini ada kue na kasihkan ki ibuku.*

(permisi kak, ini ada kue yang di berikan ibuku)

(Excuse me, this is cake from my mother.)

Seki: *oh iye, makasih di. Bawa mi pale masuk di dalam di clan castle.*

(oh iya terima kasih. Bawa masuk saja ke dalam Clan Castle)

(ohh yes. Thank you. Please put it in Clan Castle.)
Datum 15

(Giant)

Yudha: *beehh besarna bandanna ini iya dende eh. Kayak tongi Giant na COC.*”

(Behhhh badannya sangat besar sekali, seperti Giant yang ada di COC)

(beehhh his body is so big. Just like the Giant in COC.)

Datum 16

(Healer)

Dean: *weh makasih nah! Na lindungi terus kaje ka eh. Healer ku ini hahaha.*

(hey, terima kasihya! Kau terus melindungiku. Kau adalah Healer ku hahaha)

(Thank you… you always protect me. You are my Healer hahaha)

Datum 17

(Elixir)

A friend: *weh obat apa diminum kalo orang sedang sakit kepala?*

(hey obat apakah yang biasa diminum saat orang sedang sakit kepala?)

(weh what medicine you take if you have a headache?)

Yudha: *coba saja minum Elixir tolo! Obat paling mujara bitu dari COC. Seriuska!*

(cobalah meminum Elixir bodoh! Itu adalah obat yang paling mujarab dari COC.Aku serius!)

(Just try to take Elixir, stupid! The most effective medicine is COC. I am serious.)
DISCUSSION

In this part, the researcher discusses the data based on the findings. Based on research question, the researcher can explain that:

1. Jargons in “Clash of Clans” Game Used by Teenagers.

According to Lickona (2012:8) Teenagers are very easily influenced by things around them. When they are playing game, there are many languages that they can hear from the games. And they don’t if the language that they imitate to their daily activity is god or not to be used. Because according WHO, teenagers in 12 to 17 years old are not known to strain the language that they listened.

Alwasilah (1993:70) says that jargon is a term or social variation of language that used on limited basis by certain social groups, occupation, position but it does not understood by regional people. Those jargons are usually not used by the general public or people outside the group. But it is possible to use the in other context. However those phrases are not confidential.

These following words can be said as the term of jargon language because it only used on limited basis by certain social group that is the groups of Clash of Clans gamers. We can only find this word in online game Clash of Clans because the other game using their own language. So there is no same language between all of the games.

All of these terms of jargon are noun because from observation, the teenagers are using the jargon language by considering the objects in the real context with all of the things in Clash of Clans game. If the jargon language that they use are adjectives
like “good”, “nice”, “beautiful” or verbs like “destroy”, “attack” or “kill”, all of these words are not a jargon language because not only the Clash of Clans game using this words.

So we can say if all of the jargon language in from this online game that used by teenagers from the observation are noun. They are;

**Datum 1**

(Archer Troops)

Archer troops are a woman character who brings an arrow as the weapon in Clash of Clans game. This situation happened in the school when the teenager sitting in out of the class with his friend and saw his woman classmate crowd exited from the class to take a rest. And the teenager directly mentions the jargon “Archer Troops” in his conversation with his friend in him side.
Datum 2

(Barbarian Troops)

Barbarian troops are the man’s character in the Clash of Clans game that brings a sword as the weapon. Same situation with previous result, the researcher also found this jargon in the school when the friends of the player exited from the class. The teenager replied his friend sentence that mentions an Archer Troops by also mentions “Barbarian Troops” to his other friend that sitting in him side. All of the teenagers that sitting out of the class are the player of Clash of Clans and they considering the things that they saw in their real context are same with the things in the Clash of Clans game. So the researcher can found two jargon language from the online game, that all “Archer Troops” and “Barbarian Troops”.
Datum 3
(Wall level 3)

Wall level 3 in the Class of Clans game is a fence which builds by stone. This situation happened when the player with his friends as the same player of the game saw a house with the stone fence. And the teenagers mention “wall level 3” in his conversation as the jargon from the game.

Datum 4
(Wall level 1)
Wall level 1 is fence which builds by a wood in the Clash of Clans game. Same situation with the previous result, the researcher found this word when the teenager with his friend as the player of the game commented the fence of a house used wooden fence, and the teenager mentions “wall level 1” in his real context conversation as the jargon from the game.

**Datum 5**

(Town hall 3 start)

In the Clash game, 3 starts are complete result what we got when base of enemy has destroyed without any left. This situation happened when the teenager with his friend across to some house that still in renovating and the teenager considering that renovation house in the real context with the town hall in Clash of Clans game when it destroys by the enemy’s attack.
Datum 6

(Mortar)

Mortar is one of the defense weapons that used for protecting a camp from the enemy when they are attacking our camp. The teenagers used this jargon word
“mortar” in his conversation to his friend as the same player of Clash of Clans by considering cement mixer machine as the mortar weapon in Clash of Clans because the shape of those things is almost same.

Datum 7

(Golem)

Golem is one of the characters in Clash of Clans game who has a body that build by rocks. Other name of golem is rock monster. This situation happened when the teenager with his friend as the same player of Clash of Clans watched Final Fantasy movie on TV. One of the heroes in Final Fantasy movie also is a rock monster so the teenager mentions the jargon word “Golem” by considering the hero on the movie with the rock monster or Golem in Clash of Clans game.
Datum 8

(Hog)

Hog is one of the troop characters in Clash of Clans game and Hog has a black skin like the African. In this situation, teenager mentions this word “Hog” as the jargon from Clash of Clans game to some kid who has a black skin when the teenager looks this kid is playing in the daylight.

Datum 9

(Hog)

Different context with previous result about Hog, the word “Hog” is mentioned by teenager in conversation, is not same with characteristic of Hog Troop in Clash of Clans game. In this situation, word Hog is used by the teenagers when he helps his father to enter a car into the baggage. When the teenager says “hop hop” as the meaning stop to his father because the position of the car enough in the baggage, the teenager changes his word stop or “hop hop” to be “Hog Hog” as a code to his father in his conversation.
War is the word what we always find in the Clash Of Clans game when one clan with other clan is make a match by ten until thirty members to destroy each base to take 3 starts as the best result. This situation was happened when teenager with his friend as the same player of Clash of Clans saw two of moms are bickering with the shrill voice. Then the teenager mentions the word “war” in his conversation with his friend while they saw that moms.
Datum 11

(War)

Different with the previous context, War word was used again by the teenager in his conversation with his friend as also the player of the game by his conversation sentence in other context. The situation happened when the teenager with his friend watched Japanese movie that has many fight action between gangsters.

The word “war” in this teenager sentence is refers meaning to a “fight” because from his sentence, the researcher can understand that exactly sentence that teenager means was, “this movie is always fight of the gangsters.”

Datum 12

(Builder)

In the Clash of Clans game, Builder is the one of character who always upgrading every build in our camp. Include weapons, town hall, troop barrack, clan castle and other. In this situation, the teenager made a conversation with his friend as the same player of the game and in his sentence, the teenager mentions the jargon
“builder” when he saw a builder in real life is working and he considering that builder same with builder in Clash of Clans game.

The meaning of the teenager sentence is not so visible because the teenager just indicates the teenagers with the simple sentence to his friend. But the researcher can understand that exactly meaning of the sentence that said by teenager is “look there! There is a builder is working.”

**Datum 13**

(Hidden Tesla)
Hidden Tesla is defense weapon that can hit the enemy by electric strains. In this context, the teenager mentions the jargon “Hidden Tesla” in his conversation sentence with the kid who plays around the electric pole. The exactly meaning by the teenager sentence to the kid that researcher can understand is, “You have to be careful to play around of the electric pole because that may be danger to yourself.”

Datum 14

(Clan Castle)

Clan Castle is the place that usually fills up by helped troops whom incestuous from our friend in the same clan. In this conversation sentence between teenagers as the player of Clash of Clans game with the kid who brings a cake from his mother to the teenager’s house. But in the teenager’s sentence, he changes word house to be jargon word from the online game that is “Clan Castle”.

The meaning of teenager sentence is not so visible but the researcher can understand the word Clan Castle who said by teenager is refers meaning to the house.
So the sentence’s meaning by the teenager is, “Thanks for the cake. Just put it into the house.”

**Datum 15**

(Giant)

Giant is one of the characters that we always find in the Clash of Clans game. Giant is a human who has a big body like an ogre. In this context, the teenager mentions jargon “Giant” from the game in his conversation sentence with his friend as the same player of the game when they were watching Smack Down match. In that match, one of the superstars in smack down has a bigger body than his opponent. So instantly the teenager can mentions the jargon.

**Datum 16**

(Healer)

Healer is one of the characters in Clash of Clans game who always heals the troops by her magic power. In this context, the player considered his friend to be a Healer when they were playing Boyboy.
Boyboy is a traditional game that child always play. The rule of the game is, the player must be runaway and do not let other player who pursue you are hit your body with the ball. Because you are going to be the pursuer and you have to pursuing another player. The player who runaway can brings the wood as your weapon to protect you by the ball.

When the teenagers are playing boyboy, the teenager’s friend who does not play the online game, is always protect the teenager who plays the online game by his wood as the weapon for protector. He considered his friend like a healer by his conversation sentence with this jargon “Healer” to his friend.

Datum 17

(Elixir)

In Clash of Clans game, elixir is efficacious medicine that used for make troops in Barrack. In the real context, the teenager’s friend who does not play this online game, asked to the teenagers who plays the online game about the efficacious
medicine that people always take when they are headache. The teenager made a joke to his friend by said the jargon language “Elixir” in his sentence. But his friend does not understand because he does not play the online game.

That’s all of the jargons language from Clash of Clans game with their explanation meaning and situation context to answer research question number 1. All of these jargons are mentioned by the teenagers in outside of the game context or the teenager real life activity context. There are still many languages in the game that can be the jargon to the teenagers daily but in observation, the teenager just found these all of the words that said by teenager and could be a jargon because that word is only used in Clash of Clans game.

2. The essential element of the Jargon Used by Clash of Clans players

According to Handler (1987:21) Jargon is a word which can indicate intention and effect, as well as characteristic and help us to identify society’s enemies more closely. Through the research, there is a connection between theory from handler with the data which founded by the researcher. All of the jargons which the players use
can indicate an intention and effect of the players. As well as jargon language can indicate the characteristic and help us to identify the teenagers who play and don’t play the Clash of Clans game by their language.

Example like when the teenager A indicates his intention to use the jargon language from the game to teenager B who also plays the game, the jargon language which uses by teenager A can help teenager B to identify if teenager A also is the player of Clash Of Clans game. But when teenager A plays the game and uses the jargon language from the game to teenager B who doesn’t play the game. There is no effect between their conversations because teenager B doesn’t understand what the teenager A says is.


a. Reflecting a particular profession or occupation.

This Essential element of the jargon explains about particular profession or occupation of the user when they use the jargon language. Based on the research, all of the jargons from the game are Archer Troops, Barbarian Troops, Wall Level 3, Wall Level 1, Town Hall 3 Starts, Mortar, Golem, Hogs, Wars, Builder, Hidden Tesla, Clan Castle, Giant, Healer, and Elixir. These jargons only can be found in Clash of Clans game and other games use their specific jargon. That is why using this kind of jargons can reflecting the identity of teenagers as the player of Clash of Clans game.

b. It is pretentious, with only a small kernel of meaning underneath it.
This Essential element of the jargon explains about characteristic or attitude of the player when they use the jargon from the game to other context. The jargons which included to this Essential element are **Hogs, Archer Troops, Barbarian Troops, Elixir, Hidden Tesla, Clans Castle, and Healer.**

Based on the each context of the jargons above, all of these jargons are used by the players not only when they talk with their game friend player, but also they use these jargons with other teenagers who do not play the game. It describes the characteristic or attitude of the player like want to show up or pretentious them if the player of Clash of Clans has a tune of language speech.

c. It is used mainly by intellectually inferior people, who feel a need to convince the general public of their importance.

This Essential element of the jargon explains about the effect or what is the importance of player when they use the jargons to convince the general public. The jargons which included to this Essential element are **Hogs, Archer Troops, Barbarian Troops, Elixir, Hidden Tesla, Clans Castle, and Healer.**

Based on each of the jargons context, the players use these jargons to convince the general public or other teenagers who do not play the game if playing Clash of Clans game, will give us lot of language speech. It almost same with the previous Essential element but it more explain about what importance things that we can get from the people if the we use the jargon language to the general public. Like the amazed of the people.
d. It is deliberately or accidentally, mystifying.

This characteristic of the jargon explains about how the mystifying of jargon can deliberately or accidentally influencing the players to use the jargons in other context.

Based on each of the jargon context, the researcher divides all of the jargons to two groups. The first is how the jargon are deliberately use by the players is **Hog**. The second is how the jargons are accidentally use by the teenagers are **Archer Troops, Barbarian Troops, Wall Level 3, Wall Level 1, Town Hall 3 Starts, Mortar, Golem, Hog, Wars, Builder, Hidden Tesla, Clan Castle, Giant, Healer**, and **Elixir**. All of these jargons are mystifying cause deliberately or accidentally can influencing the players to use it in their real life context.

That’s the entire Essential element that can explain the effect when the teenager playing this game. The language in the game could change or added the language of the teenagers who plays this online game.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

After analyzing the data, the researcher concludes the result of the research. After observing three teenagers who play the Clash of Clans game in four weeks, the researcher found 17 jargon languages which influenced from the game and used in other contexts. They are Archer Troops, Barbarian Troops, Wall Level 3, Wall Level 1, Town Hall 3 Starts, Mortar, Golem, Hogs, Wars, Builder, Hidden Tesla, Clan Castle, Giant, Healer, and Elixir.

Clash of Clans game has many of jargon languages which always use in the game. But not all of these jargons can influence the daily language of teenagers. Only some jargon like what the researcher found, because the players use this jargon language by considering the things in the real life with all of the things in Clash Of Clans. So the jargon language from the game is accidentally said by teenagers in their real life context.

Based on each of jargons context, there is a connection between the theories with the jargon when the players use it in other context. Jargon language who use by the players can reflect an occupation of teenagers if they are the players of Clash Of Clans game. Handler (1987:21) says that the jargons can indicate the characteristic or attitude and importance of the players when they use these jargons language in the general public. And these jargons language are mystifying because deliberately and accidentally can influencing the teenagers to use the jargon in their real life context.
B. SUGGESTIONS

Based on the conclusions before, the researcher would like to give some suggestions as follows:

1. For further researchers, the researcher suggested to learning more about jargon language which can influence people to their daily life. The researcher also suggests to finding other theories to examining the jargon language because theory use in this research just little that researcher can find. The theories can make the researchers more recognize about it and more develop than this research.

2. For the readers, the researcher suggested to improve their comprehension or understanding about the jargon language in daily life because the languages that we always use in our daily life can be included to some term language like jargons.
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